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LA SPLENDEUR DANS L’HERBE - SPLENDOUR IN THE GRASS Patrick Lapeyre ELECTED ONE OF THE 10 BEST BOOKS BY FRANCE INTER 18 000 COPIES SOLD ! Shortlisted for the PRIX ANAÏS NIN and the PRIX FRANCE CULTURE-TELERAMA 2016 At first, they are like shadows. A man and a woman, Homer and Sybil, meet almost by accident, after their partners have left together. They speak together about being betrayed by them. They speak incessantly, obsessively, every time they see each other. Until a strange love affair between them, almost in spite of themselves, comes to life, although its accomplishment is continually delayed. As if the enchantment of conversation made them forget all the rest. Splendour in the Grass is a book about the erotic pleasure of conversation and the vibration of certain silences: because the most important is obviously what we are not able to say. The title, from Wordsworth’s poem, refers to one of those moments of silence and perfection, when the characters, in a moment of absence, have the sudden impression of seeing “life’s luminous heart” before them, as if this were the hidden subject of this book. Novel 384 pages, January 2016



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------« A bright and ever so delicate novel, infinitely puzzling as well as audacious. […] For a long time the most magnificent and best kept secret in the novelistic landscape, Patrick Lapeyre occupies from now on a singular place in its very heart. » Sud-Ouest « A man and a woman meet and, on the ruins of their past loves, is born an off-beat and delicate idyll. Just like this novel. […] A novel marked by delicacy, with no tears nor shoulder shrugs, carried out as a clear-line drawing. The loving desire, at the same time dissident and thwarted, is at the heart of the work » Télérama « The poetical and erotic tension of the so beautiful SPLENDOUR IN THE GRASS lies in the very moment, ceaselessly put back by Homer and Sybil, to make love; we follow this man and this woman discussing, keeping silent, falling in love and postponing every time the moment to act. » Le Monde « Patrick Lapeyre excels in saving the commonness of the everyday life with this poetry of infinity, and by rendering the beauty of our lives in mirror of the indecisive existence of this helpless public accountant. » Lire « The recitative chant emanating from this love story, miles from the traditional romantic eloquence, envelopes the narrative of an almost outmoded sweetness, far from the aggressive and triumphant seduction shown off almost everywhere today.» Le Journal du dimanche



Rights sold to : HOLLAND (VAN GENNEP), SERBIA (AKADEMSKA KNJIGA), CHINA (SICHUAN LITERATURE & ART PRESS)



Born in 1949, Patrick Lapeyre is the author of eight acclaimed novels, all published by POL, including L’HOMME SOEUR - awarded the Prix du Livre Inter in 2004 – and LA VIE EST BREVE ET LE DESIR SANS FIN – awarded the Prix Fémina in 2010. His novels are translated into 19 languages.



OH NIGHT OH MY EYES BEYRUT, CAIRO, JERUSALEM



Lamia Ziadé 13 000 COPIES SOLD !



There are Cairo cabarets in this book, studios, villas, casinos, husbands, lovers, alcohol, sleeping pills, money, suicide, machine guns, scandals and palaces. Singing, music, voices, standing ovations, triumphs and glory. Audacity, genius, adventure and tragedy. There are poets and Emirs, dancers, bankers, officers, Imams, Sheiks, actresses, noble foreigners, musicians, vamps, night owls, rebels, Sultans, Pachas, Beys, female spies, prodigies, Kings of Egypt and their court. Famous journalists, eminent composers, club patronesses, great chamberlains and oud players. The little peasant from the Delta and the Druze princess, the Muezzin’s son and the solitary singer, the Jewish star and the heroic colonel. There are Asmahan, Um Kalthoum, Abdelwahab Farid el Atrash, Samia Gamal, Laila Mourad, Nour el Hoda, Sabah, Farouz and the stars of the Orient. Class, glamour and style. Love, passion, hatred and revenge. Glasses and cigarettes, playing cards, poker chips, dice, jewels, flags and Korans. The cinemas of Beirut, the palaces of Damascus, the wharfs of Alexandria, the streets of Jerusalem and the Court of Bagdad. Radio, records, microphones, cameras, credits, neon lights, curtains, orchestras, concerts, spectators and trances. Voice of the Arabs. There are the grand hotels, the Saint George, the King David, the Orient Palace and the Mena House. The Fall of the Ottoman Empire and the Palestinian War. The Suez Crisis and the Six-Day War. A century in the Near East. Collection of life stories with over 400 coloured illustrations, 576 pages, October 2015 ___________________________________________________________________________



«With the spellbinding OH NIGHT OH MY EYES, Lamia Ziadé ties together the destinies of the Near East’s greatest artists. […]Treachery, drama, gun fighting, scandals; their life is as incredible as the movies in which they figure. […] Through these heroines, Lamia Ziadé rewrites the History of the Near East and transforms it into a vibrating and disillusioned chanson de geste in which she gives voice to the dreams of emancipation and dashed hopes. » Les Inrockuptibles «Lamia Ziadé shows us the colors and lights of an extravagant society, mixing kings, emirs, diplomats, generals, poets, princesses, Orientals and Occidentals of all nationalities and religions. […] The author paints an era of incredible liberty, energy, joyfulness and excess of all kinds. » Libération «A realistic mirror of an era and an elegant, fascinating, outmoded imaginary construction, draped by music and nostalgia. […] A remarkable, fluid and engaging book.» Télérama



Lamia Ziadé is an artist and writer. Born in Beyrouth, she lives in Paris since the age of 18. She designed textile for Gaultier and Miyake, and produced numerous illustrations for French and international press. She is also the illustrator of several books for children and has exposed her works in art galleries all over the world. Bye Bye Babylone (DENOEL Graphic, 2010) was translated into several languages and elected one of the 10 best graphic novels of the year in France, UK, USA ...



TITUS N’AIMAIT PAS BERENICE - TITUS DIDN’T LOVE BERENICE Nathalie Azoulai PRIX MEDICIS 2015 - 75 000 COPIES SOLD ! Shortlisted for the GONCOURT, the GONCOURT DES LYCEENS and the FEMINA 2015 Rights sold to : GERMANY (SECESSION VERLAG), KOREA (ALCHEMISTBOOKS), SERBIA (AKADEMSKA KNJIGA) Offer from Russia Titus Didn’t Love Bérénice is about an unhappy love affair, the story of Titus and Bérénice. Titus has left Bérénice and she tries to soften her pain by reading the tragedian Jean Racine, by going back to the sources of his writing ; his life, his contradictions, his language and his times, into which she dives head on, fascinated. How a man of his condition and century, caught between religious rigorism and the splendour of the Sun King’s Reign, between remorse and debauchery, could succeed in writing so powerfully and with such truthfulness about the passion of love, principally from a woman’s point of view ? This modern elegy of sorrow expresses and accepts emptiness, error and deception.



«Nathalie Azoulai demonstrates with a grazed sensibility the tremendous modernity of the authors of the time. How enchanting, how exciting and redeeming it is to get lost and to find oneself in the fervour of their writing...» Télérama « Nathalie Azoulai brilliantly uses minimalist esthetics in the first pages of this novel and resumes the constants : the immediacy of things, the proximity of a continuous present » La Croix «Nathalie Azoulai excels at the art of dialogue, conferring touchingly density to the historical characters. » Le Matricule des Anges « Astonishing and beautiful » L’Ecole des Lettres



Novel, 320 pages, September 2015



______________________________________ « An intense celebration of beauty, of femininity, of the modernity of Racine’s style, from an original and refreshing point of view » La République des Livres « A stunning and comforting book » L’Obs « The narrative is so delicately established that the sliding from fiction to biography in the novel is imperceptible. And it is probably thanks to these games of variation and skill that the narrator manages to construct a both complex and fascinating biography. » La Quizaine Littéraire « A beautiful text about grief and quest » France Culture



Nathalie Azoulai is a writer and scriptwirter, graduate from the Ecole Normale Supérieur and a qualified teacher of contemporary literature. She is also in teaching at the Celsa and the Institut d'Etudes Politiques de Paris. Nathalie Azoulai has already published several books. With Seuil : Mère agitée (2002), C’est l’histoire d’une femme qui a un frère (2004), Les Manifestations, (2005). With Flammarion : Une ardeur insensée, (2009) et Les Filles ont grandi, (2010).



LE RETOUR DE RUSSIE – RETURN FROM RUSSIA by Iegor Gran



Docteur Day is the director of a psychiatric hospital. His specialty: mad people who think they’re historic personalities. He has cured an “Attila,” and is presently taking care of a “Joan of Arc,” a “De Gaulle” and a “Freud.” A “Napoleon” has just come into his service. Surprisingly, this Napoleon is a young woman, a novelty in the annals of Napoleonian psychiatry. Pauline B. is a truer than life Napoleon – haughty in her imperial attitude, electrifying by her sense of leadership and lucid about her past historical mistakes. Her doctor, who mistrusts medication, is up for iconoclast methods, and wonders if the best way to cure her wouldn’t be to take her on a therapeutic trip to Russia. Has Doctor Day been influenced by his patient’s fascinating personality?



hunters, the living dead and the dead living all stand in the way of the path back to “la douce France.” February 2016, 240 pages



______________________________________ «This story perfectly comes up to the laws of fantasy and reverie, dear to the great tradition of the Russian tale which Iegor Gran here revisits with joy. […] It also explores the inmost depths of madness, throughout a literary fantasy of utmost funniness, at a crossroads of Candide, Master and Margarita by Boulgakov and the American series dedicated to zombies, The Walking Dead. […] A heartening adventure novel ! » Le Monde « A provocative and very amusing writer, Iegor Gran transforms with mockery a psychiatric fable into an improbable war novel, illustrated and mixed with fantasy. Abrasive and very entertaining ! » L’Express



To top it all off, there are stories about the amazing treasures that were pillaged in Moscow in 1812. It would suffice to find a few chests of gold to make the fortune of the hospital facing critical budgetary shortages. They end up leaving for Russia, where nothing ever happens as expected, a cursed place for all the Napoleons of this world. Frolicking through the terrifying Gothic style that can only be found in Russia, we are embarked on a saga at the frontiers of fantasy and insanity. In this breath-taking adventure, witches, bandits, drunkards, fools, scavengers, treasure



Son of the famous Russian writer Andrei Siniavski, Iegor Gran was born in 1964 in Moscow but moved to France with his family at the age of 10. His first novel, Ipso facto, had an immediate success and was translated to many languages. Since then, his writing has known a constantly increasing renown. The novel O.N.G ! was for instance rewarded the Grand Prix de l’Humour Noir and the Prix Rive Droite/Rive Gauche in 2003.



NEW ! ETRE ICI EST UNE SPLENDEUR – BEING HERE IS SO MUCH Vie de Paula M. Becker – The Life of Paula M. Becker



by Marie Darrieussecq Paula Modersohn-Becker, born in Dresde in 1876 and died in Worpswede in 1907, was a German painter, one of the most important representatives of early expressionism. In a brief career, she created a number of images of great intensity. She is becoming recognized as the first female painter to paint female nudes. Using bold forays into subject matter and chromatic colour choices, she and fellow-artists Picasso and Matisse introduced the world to modernism at the start of the twentieth century. In 1898, at age 22, Becker immersed herself in the artistic community of Worpswede, where artists had retreated to protest against the domination of the art academy and life in the big city. She studied under Mackensen, painting from the nearby farmers, and the northern German landscape. At this time she began close friendships with the sculptor Clara Westhoff and the poet Rainer Maria Rilke. She married the painter Otto Modersohn. The lack of audacity in the Worpswedian painters spurred her on to search inspiration in Paris, alongside the artistic avant-garde. During the fourteen short years of Paula Modersohn-Becker’s activity, she produced no less than seven hundred and fifty paintings and over a thousand drawings. She died prematurely at thirty-one, shortly after giving birth to a child. Until today, she has remained relatively unknown beyond the Germanic countries. While this biography relates the marking events in Paula Modersohn-Becker’s short life, Marie Darrieussecq sheds a new feminine, literary light on them. She tells how women had to struggle in a man’s world of artists, and writes about Modersohn-Becker’s friendships (particularly with Rainer Maria Rilke), and her desire for expression and independence. A large retrospective on Paula Modersohn-Becker’s work will be held at the Paris Museum of Modern Art. Marie Darrieussecq is co-curator. March, 160 pages «BEING HERE IS SO MUCH is written with the luminosity and the grace of Terrence Malick’s best movies : a suite of images flooded with the white light of the North, of the sun of a Parisian spring, irradiated by the fathomless of the creation and the delight of discovery of life and oneself. […] Between the lines, this very beautiful text is read as a feminist manifesto, which constantly questions the place for women in art, their recognition - as important artists – being more difficult than for their male counterparts. » Les Inrockuptibles



Marie Darrieussecq was born in 1969. In 1996, at the age of 27, she published her first novel, TRUISMES (Pig Tales), which became an overnight sensation and bestseller. It has been translated in 44 countries. The New Yorker featured her as France’s "best young novelist". She has strongly established herself as one of the leading voices of contemporary literature. Her novel IL FAUT BEAUCOUP AIMER LES HOMMES was awarded the PRIX MEDICIS and the PRIX DES PRIX in 2013.



MATHIAS ET LA REVOLUTION - MATHIAS AND THE REVOLUTION Leslie Kaplan « This book makes the words circulate like the blood in our veins» La Croix Mathias strides across the city, he has an important appointment, he meets people along his way, he thinks about the Revolution and talks about it. There are riots, for precise reasons, an accident in a suburban hospital where one person dies. Leslie Kaplan takes the French Revolution as a starting point to talk about what’s happening today. Mathias and the Revolution is the tale of a pre-revolutionary day in today’s Paris. Today, the idea of revolution means creating a new framework in thinking: uprooting neoliberal capitalism. It means reconsidering the actual foundations of society to try to attain a system that takes collectivity and what people share into account, without falling into traps that have already existed and that no one wants to hear about anymore, like State communism. Mathias and the Revolution is a polyphonic novel with all different sorts of characters and points of view, at times opposed, about private property, the market, selling and selling oneself, the weight of colonial past, racism, culture, conformism, violence… and a general desire for freedom, the refusal of inequality and the ideology of superiority. It’s a novel that shows how we live these ideas concretely in our every-day lives, a political novel that questions how we live here and now. And in the actual present moment that is often depressed and cynical, this book accentuates the desire for movement, change, showing us that another point of view is possible. January 2016, 256 pages ________________________________________________________ « A gallery of characters, young people, an old academician, pupils, racists, reactionaries, riot-control, is going to live this historic day. What would take place today if Paris re-experienced the Revolution? The writer puts the question and the exercise turns out to be amusing. The message is also political. In front of "neoliberal" capitalism, Leslie Kaplan makes her characters think about an alternative. […]Intelligent, Mathias and the Revolution tells us the story of the Revolution and the Terror by associating it with a contemporary context. A beautiful sense of perspective, where the rhythmical dialogue is the key of the intrigue.» Le Soir « This novel reimmerses. In both senses of the verb: it explores the voicing of opinions of 1789 and revives energy and even hope. […] Such a revolutionary voice turns rein, to enlighten what brews today, what goes down and what is reborn, whereas uprising comes : « The question is not why riots, but rather why not riots », declares Myriam, one of the numerous female characters in the book. » Médiapart « Without ever hurling, and with a certain and discreet art of transmission, this book makes the words circulate like the blood in our veins. » La Croix



Leslie Kaplan was born in New York in 1943 but lives in Paris since her early childhood. She leads workshops for reading and writing in schools, libraries and at the university. Her novel MILLEFEUILLE was awarded the PRIX WEPLER in 2012. She is the author of 19 books, all published by P.OL.



ABRAHAM ET FILS – ABRAHAM AND SON Martin Winckler 25 000 COPIES SOLD ! Abraham and Son describes a unique filial relationship, through the eyes and ears of a ten year-old boy discovering life’s cruelty, the traps of memory, the secrets of History, the surprises of love and the forces that are at play in our imagination. One day in the spring of 1963, a yellow Dauphine drive up and park in front of the war memorial on Tilliers Square, in a small French town in the Beauce region. It is transporting Abraham Farkas, repatriated from Algeria, and his son Franz. Abraham’s only concern is his son. Franz is concerned about two issues: his father and books. Their life was shattered a year ago by an “accident” that left Franz amnesic, and that Abraham never speek about. They move into a large house where Abraham go back to work, and where both of them have to learn to live with the rest of the world, together and separately. Franz, certainly not as fragile as his father think he is, how can he see the world with his father as his only point of reference? How can he understand the underlying messages of some and the aggressions of others? The difference between good and evil? And how can he grow up when he has forgotten who he is, and when the only person who knows him is mute? Since he is unable to explore the four corners of his memory, Franz explores the big house and the little town that have become part of their world. He trackes down the mysteries and the silences there, in an ideal practicing ground for his free-flowing imagination, influenced by the books he is reading. February 2016, 576 pages



____________________________________________________________________________ « Martin Winckler excels at the art of making the days that pass and are alike something fascinating. The depth of the dialogues between the father and his son, Abraham's constant concern to lay the foundations for knowledge of the things in life, the initiation without which the education is an empty word, are of extreme beauty. » L’Obs « A moving portrait of the relation between a father and his son, a painting with small and sensible touches of a time period, this novel is a declaration of love to the pleasure of sharing stories. » Le Monde « What is so magnificent in this novel, it is the way Martin Winckler tells the life and existence of Franz. Abraham, an empathic and humanist doctor, is his entire universe. And nevertheless, the world is more than present and it doesn’t run so smoothly in 1963. The German occupation and the Algerian War have left their unspoken aftereffects. The discovery of a diary is going to loosen tongues and reveal the truths. The words and the dead rediscovered.» ELLE



General practitioner and writer, Martin Winkler is the author of several novels, amongst them the bestsellers The Case of Doctor Sachs, (P.O.L, 1998) which sold 560 000 copies, awarded the Prix du Livre Inter, and was translated into 14 languages, The Three Doctors (P.O.L, 2004) sold in 210 000 copies and The Women’s Chorus (P.O.L, 2009) sold in 130 000 copies. He has also published a certain number of essays on television series as well as a book on characters in comics, Super). Heroes (EPA, 2003).



CALME-TOI, LISON CALM DOWN, LISON Jean Frémon Portrait of a woman who devoted her life to her art, a life that belongs to her century, she who was recognized belatedly as one of the major artists of our times. In an inner monologue, Louise Bourgeois speaks to others and to herself, highlighting parts of her long life in no particular order. Everything is imagined here, as opposed to biography. But everything is possible, the moods, the projects, the resentments and the modesty. Droll, touching, empathetic, respectful and documented, Jean Frémon’s book is resolutely a work of fiction. It expresses from the inside the tragic tensions bordering on neurosis and the childish light-heartedness of one of the greatest artists of the century. Louise Bourgeois, born in Paris in 1915, emigrated to the United States in 1938 after marrying Robert Goldwater, the esteemed art historian. From the forties till the eighties, she developed an important body of art as a sculptor without the art world paying any real attention to her. It is only in 1982 that she had an exhibition in New York at the MOMA, and the first time that a woman received such an honour. From then on, her work never stopped attracting audiences while steadily achieving greater audacity and freedom. Jean Frémon worked with Louise Bourgeois on her first European exhibition, in 1985, at the Galerie Lelong, as well as on the last exhibition she organized herself, at the Maison de Balzac. January 2016, 128 pages



« Once again, Jean Frémon publishes a book of exception. […] Solitary like nobody, Louise Bourgeois speaks, speaks to herself, makes a chaotic assessment of her life which was much less chaotic than she pretended it to be. […] The text wanders in a masterful way through Louise's moods and humour. » Le Littéraire « Jean Frémon reconstitutes her voice, by getting it a certain transparency to achieve a maximum of neatness. He neither tries hard to besiege it nor to overhang it. He has the elegance to accompany it, to be just there, next to it and to let intact. He so gives to Louise Bourgeois a fascinating and moving closeness. » Art Press « A fictitious and internal monologue where the old lady addresses herself by saying you with such lightness, such nature and such arrogance that it incites us to wonder to what extent the dead seized the living. » Libération « Jean Frémon imagines a kind of letter that plastic Louise Bourgeois would address herself, with jubilant strength and freedom. [He] expresses with conviction what is so unusual of being an artiste, a woman and free, even in the 20th century. […] A vibrant text flowing like a torrent in which we gladly get carried away. » Toute la Culture



Jean Frémon was born in 1946. Director of the famous art gallery Lelong in Paris and New York, he is also a writer and has published seven books with P.O.L.



HISTOIRE DE LA LITTERATURE RECENTE Tome I HISTORY OF RECENT LITERATURE Volume I Olivier Cadiot « A revolutionary method to learn how to write by reading. » Twenty years after the “Revue de littérature générale” and its two historic volumes, Olivier Cadiot decided to revisit the subject, only this time without the help of sociologists, philosophers, musicians or landscape artists. By means of the contemporary writer alone. Without outlines, maps, scores or theories. The result is a serial in several episodes and a zigzagged story punctuated by all sorts of advice for future writers… and especially for oneself. A suite of variations devoted to the past, present and future of literature, and to its foretold, but always differed, death. This book is neither fiction, although it is inhabited by characters, “figures,” psychological cases and has complete freedom of form, nor an essay, in spite of theories, hypotheses and debates: it’s a book by Olivier Cadiot. February 2016, 192 pages



________________________________________________________ « The death of literature: he is a little fed up with this tune, Olivier Cadiot. History of Recent Literature is an investigation, a manifesto, a refusal to capitulate, a muddle, conjurer's number, an Olivier Cadiot for the incapable. » ELLE « With his virtuoso, funny and affectionate pen, Cadiot lights your fire. Worse, or better, he turns on your ignition. » Le Monde « A delicious little treaty on literary creation stuffed with advice to authors in the bud. » Les Inrockuptibles « History of Recent Literature arose from a rebellion against the ambient "declinism", against those who think, like Philip Roth, that " in thirty years, if not before, there will be in America as many readers of the real literature as there is today readers of poetry in Latin ". Who say that "it was better before", that there was a golden age but that it is over.» Le Temps « History of Recent Literature attacks with heartening humor the pouncing patterns making the rules. » Politis



Olivier Cadiot was born in 1956 in Paris. An author of novels and poetry and a translator, Olivier Cadiot’s work is known to be demanding and in constant stylistic research, blurring the frontiers between poetry and prose in sensorial works. After a first book published with P.O.L in 1988, l'Art poétic', he undertook a series of novels started with Futur, ancien, fugitif in 1993 and culminated with Un mage en été in 2010. Le Colonel des Zouaves, published in 1997, is the second volume of this project. The most part of his work has been adapted for the stage. He was Artist of Honour at the theatre festival in Avignon in 2010.



PELELIU Jean Rolin 8 000 COPIES SOLD! A reportage on the vestiges of an atrocious battle Peleliu is the main island in the island nation of Palau, with a total area of thirteen square kilometers. During World War II, the Battle of Peleliu was fought between the United States Marine Corps and the Imperial Japanese Army. The battle for the island was particularly brutal because by this time the Japanese military had evolved island defense tactics with strong fortifications in the island's caves and rock formations, maximizing casualties on the attacking force. On both sides involved in the fighting there were high losses with more than two thousand Americans and ten thousand Japanese killed. However, there were no casualties among the local civilians because they were evacuated from the fighting to other islands of Palau. The story of this rather useless battle, because when it took place the island no longer presented any strategic importance to the fighters, attracted Jean Rolin, whose enthusiasm for military matters and far off lands is well known. This book is a reportage on the many vestiges of an atrocious battle, as well as a pretext for drifting through all types of registers and tonalities with great mastery: the absurd, the comic and the tragic all come together in these descriptions that are spectacularly precise and highly literary. March, 160 pages



__________________________________________________________________________ « Peleliu is one of most beautiful books of this beginning of the year because Jean Rolin transmutes this piece of rock in the set of the most sad adventure in the world. We would imagine being on the mysterious island of Jules Verne. As a background sound, the rumbling of the Pacific Ocean constantly reminds to our solitary guide the noise of the bombardment, seventy years after the slaughter. Its drawer construction carefully handles the suspense: impossible to put the book down before having finished it. » Frédéric Beigbéder for Le Figaro « Meticulous cartography of a space steeped in history, this narrative gives gooseflesh and at the same time strange nervous giggles. Yes, it is necessary to read private Rolin.» L’Obs « This kaleidoscope, this herbarium, this curious mixture, Rolin transforms it into literature by the grace of a writing and a sensibility which move forward in connections and deconnections. How does he manage to do this ? There is there something mysterious or magic. […] Peleliu, a piece of life and humanity of incomparable flavor. And that is why Rolin is great.» L’Opinion



Jean Rolin was born in 1949 in BoulogneBillancourt. He is a writer and journalist. Among his many works published, La Ligne du Front (Prix Albert Londres 1988), Zones, L’Organisation (Prix Médicis 1996), La Clôture, Chrétiens and Ormuz (Prix de la Langue Française 2013.)
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